The urolithiasis incidence are rising globally. The physicians focused on choosing the process that remove the stones completely with least morbidity rates. The ureterorenoscopic management of the renal calculi has been advanced by the ureterorenoscope miniaturization [1]. Further advancement in the surgical and laser techniques have added to the advents in the medical instrumentation. Stone size highly effect the choice of treatment. For the removal of the renal stone greater than 20 mm in size the retrograde intrarenal surgery is considered as second line of treatment. Therefore RIRS is being effectively used for the treatment of the large and varying size calculi. It is safe option for removal of kidney stone [2-3]. The number are people are suffering from the urinary tract stone. In the recent years the minimally invasive procedure like RIRS have replaced the open surgery approaches. The RIRS are widely accepted by the physicians as compare to the other approaches. It is alternative to the percutaneous nephrolithotomy PCNL [2]. For the treatment of the lower pole stones, the European Association of Urology (EAU) has labelled the RIRS and PCNL as the first-line and effective treatment. The role RIRS play in treatment of the calyces and renal pelvis is still under investigation. The RIRS is seldom used for the management of the renal calculi with the renal stone of size greater than 40 mm [4-5]. The limited visualization, reduced size of fragment removal are the drawbacks associated with the RIRS. It is very expensive procedure and a major deterrent to the RIRS [6]. It is not only prove as an effective treatment for adults, but also different studies

The patient with the large renal calculi is recommended with retrograde intrarenal surgery by the physicians. It is minimally invasive approach for the treatment. Objective: The study was conducted for evaluation of the intraoperative and postoperative complications associated with the retrograde intrarenal surgery RIRS. The stone free rate rates were also compared. Methods: The 231 patients who visited the Urology department of our teaching hospital were included in the study. The duration of this study was from January 2021 to June 2021. The patients were divided into six groups. The calculi of dimension 1-9 mm were included in the group 1, while 10-19 mm were included in the group 2, 20-29 mm were included in group 3. The calculi of dimension 30-39 mm were included in group 4, the calculi of dimension 40-49 mm in group 5, while calculi greater than 50mm dimension were included in the group 6. The postoperative complications were reported while six-month follow months. Results: Out of the 231 patients included in the study. According to the study smallest size of calculi observed to be 3 mm and the largest size of calculi was found to be 60 mm. The average size of the calculi came out to be 22.9 ± 11.2 mm. The adverse events were observed in different groups. 11% of the patients reported some intraoperative negative effects. There were 31 patients that showed post procedure complications but these complications were later on found to be gone leaving no adverse side effect. 10% patients that undergo repetitive RIRS to clear the stones and were later-on confirmed stone free. Conclusion: For the treatment and management of the renal stones that are more than 20 mm in size RIRS is an encouraging option. There was a size dependent enhancement in the complications that take place after the procedure. There was no case of stone related events reported in patients that took care of follow up sessions to get rid of residual stones.
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have showed that it is reasonable treatment for the children also. The minimum complications are observed in the children after RIRS treatment. The better stone free rates are observed after the RIRS treatment. Some studies have showed that if RIRS is performed as outpatients procedure it can reduced the risk associated with the PCNL [7-8]. The study provide with the deep insights into the adverse effects and complication associated with the intraoperative and postoperative events [9-10].

**M E T H O D S**

The patients who underwent RIRS at the Urology department of our teaching hospital were included in the study. The ethical committee of the hospital approved the study. The informed consent was taken from all the patients included in the study. According to the exclusion criteria the patients who underwent the bilateral RIRS, having age under 18 years and other who underwent through PCNL surgery were excluded from the study. The patients who underwent RIRS for ureteral or impacted pelviureteric junction calculi were also excluded from the study. The patients with incomplete data were also excluded. The experienced endourologist performed the all surgeries. The frequency of the laser was set between 20-50 Hz. The dusted calculi was preferred rather than their fragmentation. The completion of the procedure depends upon the removal of DJ stent. The calculi of dimension 1-9 mm were included in the group 1, while 10-19 mm were included in the group 2, 20-29 mm were included in group 3. The calculi of dimension 30-39 mm were included in group 4, the calculi of dimension 40-49 mm in group 5, while calculi greater than 50 mm dimension were included in the group 6. The post-operative complications were reported while six-month follow months. The demographic details location and side of calculi, total operative time of each patient was recorded. The intraoperative and postoperative adverse event and complication were recorded respectively. The follow up also noted the stone related events. SPSS version 21.0 was used for the statistical analysis. Receiver operative curves were plotted.

**R E S U L T S**

231 patients were selected for the study. The size of calculi was calculated and the smallest size of calculi came to be 3 mm and the largest size of calculi was found to be 60 mm. The average size of the calculi came out to be 22.9 ± 11.2 mm, the demographic characteristics were studied for all the patients, the features that were studied included size of the stone, its location and position in the body. Two hundred and thirty-one patients reported to have primary RIRS, and they reported that there was no prior need of the DJ stent replacement. Almost 57% patients had carried out two staged operations. Out of all the patients that were taken for study some of them were at the first step of procedure and the remaining were at the starting stage of the multifunctional procedure. It was also reported that some of the patients 27% were on the later stages of the complex procedure. 11% of the patients reported some intraoperative negative effects. There were 31 patients that showed post procedure complications but these complications were later on found to be gone leaving no adverse side effect. There were almost 90% of the patients that refused to undergo re-surgery or any observation.

There were only 10% patients that undergo repetitive RIRS to clear the stones and were later-on confirmed stone free.
**DISCUSSION**

This study included a total of 231 patients, all the patients were well aware of the study and written consent is taken form the patients. This study depicts the enhancement in multiple procedures like postoperative problems, duration of total operation, residual size of stone and all these issues are dependent on the size of stone [11]. Instead of making a group that contained all types of stones we tried to make sub categories and the groups or cohorts were made according to the size of stone to study that how incremental variation occur in the size of the stone and the post-operative outcomes were also studied. And then one more task was to estimate the size of stone and the point at which there was a prominent change noted [12-13]. There were only 12% patients that carried out the pre-procedural stent procedure and this ratio is less than that of the ratio reported in the previous studies. It is reported that the elevated rates of RIRS in primary form are attributed to the routine ureteral dilation up to 12 Fr and condition in case of small size was up to 9.5 Fr UAS [14]. In order to get higher SFR the pop dusting was combined with the conventional stone dusting. The procedure always starts at the dusting settings and later on it leads to lithotripsy. At the end of the procedure even though there was no change in the settings of laser, the procedure was altered to non-contact form of lithotripsy. Here the technique was performed uniformly all around the stone s that a very fine dust of stone can be made without producing any larger fragment [15]. There are strong evidences that support taking ureteroscopy as an important day care activity. A large number of patients in this study also opt for the RIRS as a day care procedure and it is becoming a very strong accepted procedure recently. In this study it was found that the number of patients that were at the first stage of procedure or at the next stage greater than the number of patients that are at the later stages of multistage procedure [16-17]. It was observed that may be the majority of the patients are at the primary stages because of high stone size and the duration of treatment as well. As it is known that the duration for single staged procedure is longer. But the data of the patients at the later on stages can also prove to be helpful for subsequent analysis. In this study it was not observed that the stone size was rising as a result of intraoperative negative effect. However, there was occurrence of 19 patients that had grade 1 ureteral wall infection. The inflammation in the ureteral wall was may be due to sequential dilation of the ureter and also smaller UAS was used in some cases [18]. There was renal pelvic tear and tear in the infundibular region that was reported in this study and the reason behind its presence is pressure of high irrigation or may be because of direct usage of the laser beam. There was irreversible damage reported in the three patients it was because of the high strain on the region of scope and one patient reported the firing of the laser beam in an inadvertent manner inside the machine that caused irreversible problems [19]. The complication that was observed most frequently in our study was hematuria and the occurrence of clots because of the longer catheterization. But such complications were taken care of later on without causing any serious damage. Hematuria was most commonly observed in patients after the operative procedure. It was observed that there were 5 patients that had stone size greater than 6 mm they underwent RIRS and the stone was removed successfully. The SFR was very encouraging as it has patients with size of stone as big as 20 mm. the stone bulk was dusted in the initial stage almost 70-80%, And then the remaining calculi was dealt with later on [20-21]. This study noted enhancement in size of renal stones in the patients included in the fourth group as compared to other groups. The complexity of the stone results in the complications that are observed later on. This retrospective study therefore states that the follow up with proper series of ultrasonography can prove to be great for the residual stones that are produced after RIRS [22].

**CONCLUSION**

RIRS can prove to be an encouraging option for the treatment and management of the renal stones that are more than 20 mm in size. There was a size dependent enhancement in the complications that take place after the procedure. There was no case of stone reported in patients that took care of follow up sessions to get rid of residual stones.
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